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Support Our People in Challenging Times
To get through the current crisis, hoteliers can support their people by staying in touch
with them and keeping a positive tone.
By Mark Ricketts
Sep 1, 2020 | 5:26 P.M.

We have many dif cult issues confronting us at present, none more important than how we
relate to others. How we fare in this regard impacts our short-term recovery, as well as our
long-term reputation and legacy as hospitality organizations.
So far, our industry has done an outstanding job in addressing the people side of our
business: coordinating with lenders, strategic partners and the brands; staying engaged with
guests and communities; and looking after our people. Most entities have kept up prepandemic employment levels as much as possible, which has included strategic use of the
Small Business Administration’s Paycheck Protection Program. In other cases, hospitality
groups have helped furloughed individuals who can’t wait out a return to active hotel
employment in applying for work in comparable service industries.
Regardless, not every pre-pandemic staff member is back to work. And those at work are
understandably concerned about safety at hotel properties, as well as personal issues like
watching over older relatives or children home from school. Many of us with younger
children are learning more than ever how demanding it is to be a schoolteacher.
Stay in touch in multiple ways
A sound approach to supporting our teams in such stressful times has two key aspects or
approaches: regular formal and informal communication within the organization, supported
by “stress breakers” like special third-party hotlines or access to professional counselors.
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Daily corporate communications can include encouraging news about team members and
inspirational messages that reinforce our group solidarity, along with property updates. At a
time like this, accurate information and realistic assessments are valuable, respected
antidotes to uncertainty and fear.
The current situation is prompting all of us to expand our communication modes, which can
include emails, videos and video conferencing, and increasingly popular messaging apps, as
most everyone carries a smart phone with them. Some of these apps are commercially
available as part of human resources packages, or larger organizations can sponsor their own
proprietary ones.
These efforts can be supported by direct phone calls to staff members, at work or those
furloughed, by the human resources department, asking how they are doing and how they
might be helped. Additionally, some of these initiatives can be organized into formal “We
Care” programs to demonstrate our ongoing concern for the wellbeing of our people.
Hospitality organizations can also sponsor non-judgmental, third-party help for their team
members and aid in accessing community resources. An example of the rst is taking
advantage of social workers and counselors, either community-based ones or through
national programs like Marketplace Chaplains. Any conversations are con dential and can
go a long way toward relieving personal stress while also directing people to needed
resources. Astute hospitality groups can also help team members keep abreast of community
developments, including available assistance programs.
Tone is everything
Just as with our guests or partners, we must “say what we mean, and mean what we say.”
These are complex and, sometimes, contentious times, unlike anything most of us have ever
experienced—or ever hope to again. Regardless, with so much on our hospitality plates, we
still must exercise social awareness and “connect” with our staff by taking broader issues
seriously at both the community and national levels.
Certainly, there’s a lot on our collective plates these days, whether it is keeping up with our
rent or mortgage, community policing, access to COVID-19 testing and treatment, how our
children will be educated, or diversity and inclusion. This may be the time to accelerate our
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own diversity programs or devote time and resources to better understanding issues that
directly impact many staff, such as access to childcare services or transportation.
We cannot solve every issue, personal or social, but we can treat each person or concern with
respect, sensitivity and in a positive manner. This is what leaders do, and we intend to lead
our industry to brighter days—always.
Mark Ricketts is president and COO of McNeill Hotels.
The opinions expressed in this column do not necessarily re ect the opinions of Hotel News
Now or its parent company, STR and its af liated companies. Bloggers published on this site
are given the freedom to express views that may be controversial, but our goal is to provoke
thought and constructive discussion within our reader community. Please feel free to
comment or contact an editor with any questions or concerns.
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1. Margaritaville Resort Aims for Laid-Back Vibe on Isle of Manhattan

2. Arne Sorenson, President and CEO of Marriott International, Dies

3. Former MI5 Mayfair Of ces To Become Starwood-Operated Private
Members Hotel

4. The Standard Hotel Shuts Down After Two Decades on Los Angeles' Famed
Sunset Strip
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5. Resilient Extended-Stay Segment Poised for More Growth

6. Ashford Hospitality Files Lawsuit Focusing on What Constitutes Violation of
Charter Laws

7. The Factors That Can Determine the Fate of Hotel Markets This Year

8. Joint Venture Looks To Move Fast on Discounted Hotel Deals

9. Marriott Executives Aim To Build on Sorenson’s Legacy

10. Hotel Portfolio Heads for Possible Sell-Off Amid Bankruptcy Filing
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